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High quality Zhongyuan® Rigid Foam Color is offered by China manufacturer Ningbo Zhongyuan
Pigment Co.,Ltd.. Buy Rigid Foam Color which is of high quality directly with low price.Our focus is
on maintaining a high level of professionalism, service, and quality.

Rigid Foam Color Summary:

As a professional high quality Zhongyuan® Rigid Foam Color manufacture, you can rest assured to
buy Rigid Foam Color from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale service and timely
delivery.

Our progress depends about the advanced products ,fantastic talents and continuously
strengthened technology forces for 18 Years Factory China Rigid PVC WPC Foam Board Sheet for
Furniture/Cabinet and Construction, We have now built a trustworthy track record amid many
shoppers. Quality&customer 1st are normally our constant pursuit. We spare no endeavours to
produce greater products. Anticipate long-term cooperation and mutual rewards! 18 Years Factory
China WPC Cabinet, WPC foam Board, With all these supports, we can serve every customer with
quality product and timely shipping with highly responsibility. Being a young growing company, we
might not the best, but we've been trying our best to be your good partner. China Rigid Foam
Color Used in Rigid foam , with good dispersion, and good colorstrenth, Cover the defect, Make your
products better. Special colors can be customized.

We have been ready to share our knowledge of advertising and marketing worldwide and
recommend you suitable products and solutions at most competitive price ranges. So Profi Tools
supply you best benefit of money and we're ready to create with each other with High Quality China
Hot Sale Rigid Foam Color, "Passion, Honesty, Sound assistance, Keen cooperation and
Development" are our targets. We are here anticipating mates all around the environment!
High Quality China Rigid Foam Color, So far our merchandise have been exported to east Europe,

Rigid Foam Color

China high quality Zhongyuan® Rigid Foam Color
Used in Rigid foam , with good dispersion, and good
colorstrenth, Cover the defect, Make your products
better. Special colors can be customized
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the Middle East, Southeast, Africa and South America etc. We've 13years expert sales and
purchase in Isuzu parts at home and abroad and the ownership of the modernized electronic Isuzu
parts checking systems. We honor our core principal of Honesty in business, priority in service and
will do our best to provide our customers with high quality goods and excellent service.

Rigid Foam Color Detail:

Rich product life, Coordinate packaging with products, Meet your needs for PU products and
applications

low moisture specification to reduce impact on is ocyanate reactivity.

Customized coloring solutions also available as per the individual needs.

Heavy metal free, Environmental protection standard for children toys in Europe

Rigid Foam Color Applications :Industrial

Rigid foam, such as Solar energy, Fridge, Sandwich panels, Imitation wood furniture

Other PU products

Rigid Foam Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol system and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


